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Best Project Cargo Shipping 2016  
AFLAS Awards

OUR VISION

To become world leader in the provision of global ocean transportation solutions, through sustainable growth and an 

unparalleled reputation, built on trust and service.
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Breakbulk Operator of the Year 2016 
Global Freight Awards  

Excellence in Project Cargo 2016
Australia Shipping Awards    
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Founded in The Netherlands in 1995 and since 2009 

headquartered in Singapore, AAL is a leading global ocean 

transport operator, serving the breakbulk, heavy lift and 

project cargo industry. A member of Schoeller Holdings – 

a prestigious maritime group, comprising of a number of 

complimentary companies from all sectors of the shipping 

industry – we have grown into one of the world’s largest 

multipurpose operators.

We proudly serve the transportation needs of the most 

dynamic and demanding industries like renewable 

energy, oil & gas, mining, forestry, leisure, agriculture and 

construction – and our vision is to be the best at what we 

do and create sustainable growth and an unparalleled 

reputation, built on trust and service.

Our unique shipping service has two complementary 

divisions. A ‘Liner Services’ division offers reliability and 

schedule integrity, with regular sailings between Asia, 

Oceania and North America. Our ‘Tramp & Projects’ 

division provides tailor-made transport solutions for all 

types of dry cargo between any compass point – as well 

as fixed route sailings from Asia to all continents.

AAL’s expanding infrastructure and network of 

representative offices and agencies stretches from 

North Asia and Oceania to Europe and the Americas. 

With our award-winning team of multinational and 

multilingual professionals on land and sea, we swiftly 

and effectively address around-the-clock demands of a 

global customer base.

Our operating fleet of multipurpose and heavy lift vessels 

is the market’s youngest and comprises of owned, 

chartered-in and additional tonnage through cooperations. 

Today, our fleet boasts multiple classes of multipurpose 

vessel, ranging from 12,000 to 31,000 dwt. Each vessel is 

designed and equipped to load and accommodate a huge 

variety of cargo types - from heavy lift and project cargo, 

to breakbulk and unitised cargo and dry bulk. Coupled 

with our Technical and Operations Teams’ know-how and 

customer-centric philosophy, we deliver cargo handling 

and transport solutions of the highest standard in safety 

and efficiency.

Building long-term and trustworthy relationships with 

customers, vendors and stakeholders is the energy that 

drives us to excel at every level of our shipping service and 

the ambition that powers our business to further growth 

and new horizons.

AAL. Powered by partnerships.

WELCOME TO AAL
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1995 
• Austral Asia Line BV is incorporated in the Netherlands, with its commercial head office 

in Brisbane, to provide a breakbulk and multipurpose liner service between South East 
Asia and Papua New Guinea, Queensland and the Northern Territories of Australia. 

1998 
• Project Asia Service is incorporated in the Netherlands, with its commercial head office 

in Brisbane to provide services between North Asia PNG and Australia East Coast. 

1999 
• Opening of Representative Office in Singapore.

2000 
• Opening of Representative Office in Shanghai.

2001 
• Introduction of 4 owned multipurpose vessels (P-Class) – now retired.

2002 
• Delivery of owned, 1st generation, new-build, heavy lift, multipurpose vessels: D-Class 

vessels (30,000 DWT) - now replaced by owned 2nd generation A-Class vessels.

2004 
• A dedicated Project Cargo Department is established.

2005 
• Appointment of an AAL representative in Korea.

2006 
• Austral Asia Line BV and Project Asia Service BV (PAS) merge to form Austral Asia Line.
• The Asia to Australia’s West Coast Liner Service is launched.
• Introduction of 4 owned H-Class multipurpose heavy lift vessels - now retired.

2009 
• Austral Asia Line Pte Ltd. (AAL) is incorporated, moving its headquarters to Singapore.

2011 
• The AAL Brisbane is the first delivery of an order for 10 new-build A-Class (31,000dwt) 

multipurpose, heavy lift vessels.
• ‘Tramp & Projects’ division is launched to offer global, tailor-made chartering solutions.

2012
• The AAL Fremantle is the first delivery of an order for 4 new-build S-Class (19,000dwt) 

multipurpose, heavy lift vessels. 

• Opening of Representative Office in Hamburg.

• Expansion of East Coast Australia Service into New Zealand.

2013
• First entry into the North American market is marked by frequent and fixed route 

sailings, through the company’s Tramp & Projects division.

2014
• Pacific Liner Service (Pacific Service) is launched, to offer regular and scheduled links 

between Asia and North America’s West Coast.

• Opening of Representative Offices in Vancouver and Houston.

• Expansion of our Tramp & Projects division’s fleet, with chartered 3rd party tonnage.

• AAL awarded ‘Best Shipping Line - Project Cargo 2014’ at the AFSCA awards.

2015
• Austral Asia Line is formally re-branded globally to ‘AAL’.

• Opening of an AAL Office in Japan.

• Launch of regular, fixed route sailings by our Tramp & Projects division, on key trade lanes.

• AAL Awarded ‘Best Maritime Cargo Provider’ at the 2015 Cargo Logistics Canada 
Awards of Excellence.

• Opening of AAL Korea, in Seoul.

• AAL Awarded ‘Best Shipping Line – Project Cargo 2015’ at the AFLAS awards.

• Opening of AAL Canada, in Vancouver.

2016
• AAL awarded: ‘Breakbulk Operator of the Year 2016’ (Global Freight Awards),  

‘Excellence in Project Cargo Shipping 2016’ (Australia Shipping Awards),  
‘Best Project Cargo Shipping 2016’ (AFLAS Awards). 

• Tramp & Projects division expands scheduled ‘Semi-Liner’ Services portfolio.

MILESTONES
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AAL operates regular and frequent liner services, 

comprising of routes linking a number of the main ports 

and shipping hubs between Asia and Oceania and North 

America’s West Coast & Canada. This network of routes 

currently comprises:  

• Asia to East Coast Australia 

 (AUEC Service)

• Asia to West Coast Australia 

 (AUWC Service)

• North Asia to West Coast US and Canada

 (Pacific Service)

Harnessing the market’s youngest and most advanced 

fleet of owned heavy lift multipurpose A-Class (31,000 

DWT) and S-Class (19,000 DWT) vessels, AAL’s Liner 

Services division can accommodate the exacting 

transportation demands of a wide range of breakbulk, 

dry bulk, heavy lift and project cargo.

Our international operations network of owned and 

representative offices is complimented by a well 

established agency network. Together, we offer our 

customers a 24/7, 365 days-a-year high quality service 

with a local presence and global reach.

LINER SERVICES DIVISION
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Established in May 2011, our Tramp and Projects 

division works in harmony with the Liner Services 

division, by offering customers tailor-made shipping 

solutions that connect every compass point with 

maximum safety and efficiency.

In 2015, the division was expanded on a global 

scale. Focused on becoming the preferred carrier 

for major projects around the world, we enhanced 

our fleet with further quality tonnage, spread our 

geographical footprint and built upon existing 

operational strengths to achieve even higher 

levels of efficiency, customer care and competitive 

advantage. The division now offers seamless and 

reliable services on key global trades:

• Europe – Transatlantic

• Europe – Middle East – Asia

• Intra – Asia

• Asia – Oceania

• Asia – USWC / Asia – USEC

• Asia – Red Sea

• Gulf – Asia

• Other trades and markets served on inducement

The division’s growing portfolio of semi- liner services 

combine frequent and scheduled fixed route sailings 

with flexible port calls. Powered by a team of top-

class project shipping chartering desk and transport 

engineers, our Tramp & Projects team provides 

optimised planning, execution and delivery services 

for a global customer base.

TRAMP AND PROJECTS DIVISION
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For over two decades, we have been entrusted to carry 

a wide variety of cargo for our customers, representing 

some of the world’s biggest industry sectors – like oil 

and gas, mining, construction, energy, agriculture and 

forestry. We pride ourselves on providing them with 

superior cutting edge solutions and a real competitive 

advantage in the transportation of their cargo, including:

• Heavy Lift and Project Cargo

• Wind Energy Equipment

• Breakbulk and Unitised Cargo

• Earthmoving Equipment and Rolling Stock

• Boats and Yachts

• Dry Bulk Cargo

Loading, stowing and discharging such cargo is a 

complex operation, requiring considerable technical 

expertise and specialised equipment. To ensure cargo is 

handled safely and efficiently, we have invested in both 

specialised lifting equipment and the world’s finest, best-

practice training for technical personnel. 

At each port, we have cargo superintendents supervising 

all aspects of port operations and we work closely with 

dedicated cargo surveyors at loading and discharge 

points, to help us maintain cargo integrity. 

CARGO PROFILE
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AAL’s growing operating fleet of modern, multipurpose 

and heavy lift vessels is the market’s youngest and most 

advanced. It proudly serves the global transportation 

demands of our diverse customer base, through both 

our Liner Services and Tramp & Projects divisions.

Having completed our extensive newbuilding program 

in 2014 and considering the further expansion of our 

fleet through long term time charters and strategic 

cooperations, we are today ranked amongst the biggest 

multipurpose operators in the world. Our operating fleet 

comprises highly diverse classes of modern and well-

equipped heavy lift vessels (ranging from 12,000, to 

31,000 dwt) - offering flexible, sustainable and efficient 

benefits for all our customer projects. Furthermore, 

we will charter additional 3rd party tonnage whenever 

required (either on a spot, or long term basis), to add 

to our fleet profile and meet the specific needs of 

individual projects and / or changing market demands.

Our owned fleet includes 31,000 dwt A-Class and 

19,000 dwt S-Class modern multipurpose heavy lift 

vessels, specifically designed and equipped for heavy 

lift project cargo as well as for breakbulk and dry bulk 

cargo. These vessels feature side mounted heavy lift 

cranes offering lifting capacity of up to 700 metric 

tonnes, ideal for loading and stowing large project 

cargo. Long cargo holds, equipped with adjustable 

tweendecks and strengthened tank tops, offer the 

flexibility of carrying a diverse range of breakbulk and 

heavy lift cargo.  

Our vessels also feature large box-shaped holds, 

equipped with independent dehumidifiers that 

can accommodate temperature-sensitive dry bulk 

commodities.

OPERATING FLEET PROFILE
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CONTACTS

SINGAPORE 

Singapore 

Telephone: (65) 6248 3600

Fax: (65) 6334 2622

Email: sales.sg@aalshipping.com

AUSTRALIA 

Brisbane 

Telephone: (61) 7 3332 8555

Fax: (61) 7 3332 8500

Email: sales.au@aalshipping.com

CHINA 

Shanghai 

Telephone: (86) 21 6135 9600

Fax: (86) 21 6135 9601

Email: sales.shanghai@aalshipping.com

Beijing

Telephone: (86) 10 8447 5699 / (86) 10 8447 5255 

Fax: (86) 10 8447 5505 

Email: sales.beijing@aalshipping.com

Dalian 

Telephone: (86) 411 8251 3055

Fax: (86) 411 8273 2055

Email: sales.dalian@aalshipping.com

USA

Houston

Telephone: (1) 713 980 1100

Email: sales.us@aalshipping.com

CANADA

Vancouver 

Telephone: (1) 604 695 0113 / (1) 604 695 0114 

Email: sales.ca@aalshipping.com

GERMANY

Hamburg

Telephone: (49) 40 361 304 810 / (49) 40 361 304 820

Email: sales.eu@aalshipping.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Dubai

Telephone: (97) 1 4 450 47 00

Fax: (97) 1 4 431 10 55

Email: sales.me@aalshipping.com

Qingdao 

Telephone: (86) 532 8575 3558

Fax: (86) 532 8579 6302

Email: sales.qingdao@aalshipping.com

Tianjin 

Telephone: (86) 22 2319 3785

Fax: (86) 22 2319 3783

Email: sales.tianjin@aalshipping.com 

SOUTH KOREA

Seoul

Telephone: (82) 2 6388 7870

Fax: (82) 2 6388 7880

Email: sales.kr@aalshipping.com

JAPAN

Tokyo

Telephone: (81) 3 5579 9709 

Fax: (81) 3 5579 9570 

Email: sales.jp@aalshipping.com
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